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Vol. LXII WELLESLEY, MASS., OCTOBER 31, 1968 No. 8
Council Decides 'No Secrecy,'
Expresses Support for Change Sanctuary: Issue, Action
avoid Imprisonment for possession PyiM^/Jof c nicz-nce
of marijuana. He declined to re- * ««e«Afc& UlSCUSSAcr.d.inir <' i. il m<<< on I},,. ,| ,..|, r , .„ MIT RssistailCe
Thuis,, Oct. 24, 10G8, and In no- foreign fellowship. Ml*, ami Mrs. f)fff»r* Stiiii'l ii(ir\' vcnl tllc identity of the official /« I »>i it./ jV/i f i/w? ©
cordance with the vote nn conn- Ellis D. Slater (Prlscllla Alien "16)
OUflt UUI J ^ hjm ^ ^ i UtW, / .H jtlH ULlunS
dcntlallty has released (he minutes proposed to give the sum nf $20,003 hv V,'KM MniflilnwlWI '72 twoon army and prison, indicating by Sue Helnemaon '70
of that meeting to Iho College annually In the CnllPRi' Ml' I he T,,p MIT N'''* 1 "*"'"'" OlfiUp linn thai lie will use that Information
"
tt (,oes not seem unlikely that
community. A summary of the nexl llnee yen I'll ami liHor erui- filiHwltoil II Hlllltlfllnry In liie i„|,,r »t his trial. Wellesley will sooner or later be
major Issues discussed bt printed sldeialile study II was decided in SlllilOiil Ulllnil for Jiwlf M. O'Con- O'Connor first went AWOL In requested to give sanctuary," re-
here. use the girt for several projects, AVVol. tnnn llio nnny since A prll, llillH ror no days "to keop marked Paul Santmire, College
Miss Adams, president of the one of which is n onc-yenr foreign ®t>n1, M ' lim - lloliei't Shapiro, ltiyH ,.\( out. I was being selfish." chaplain as he opened the panel
College, announced that on Oct. 18, student fellowship. senior physics major, announced nc S(.rVcd a two-month sentence In discussion on "Sanctuary and the
1968, the Board of Trustees met It was then moved, seconded tno mnve in the Sala do p"erto the stockade, where Inmates rioted Academic Institution" Monday
and discussed the matter of faculty and voted that 1) the Agenda, Rico at a mmn Press conference on ,ju iy 23 to gain better living night-
salaries. The Board requested that Reporls of Committees mid mln- m TuOS-i °ct - 29 -
the proposed salary scale be re- ulcs of Academic Council he made In a speech released to reporters,
viewed by the administration and public. 21 Pncully members ho nl- Slmpilni ndinlUod, "Wo renllzp Hint
the Finance Committee of the lowed to (IIrcuss nilllloi's under wo n,v 1,1,1 "Noi'lnK prulofilhm In
Board. discussion In Aoiulemta Council ,T"l!,t ! w" lm,,w Hip milluipltlen
Miss Clough, Director of Ad- with students, except when Acn- wl" ''''"""Ve him. Itnt.lioT, we nre
conditions. In an attempt to find We must ask ourselves now
out who started the riot, "five while we have time to think care-
Kliards heat the hell out or ine fulIv and sensitively: what is sane-
rind kept me until my bruises were l«nry? what should be its purpose?
g <." A reporter then united w,mt nrc its academic and political
O'Cnnner If be thought that riot- ramifications?" he continued.
Ing Is an erfeellvo method to Implications
achieve goals. 'Tcaco Is great; I'm Mrs - Ruth Anna Putnam, assist-
all for it," O'Connor responded. ant professor of philosophy, then
"But if no one. can listen to us In described the first sanctuary given
peace, then the hell with It." in the Boston area, that of Howard
Having left Port Bragg a second Talmanson at the Arlington Street
time In September, O'Connor feels Church last June. According to
Hint his action will unite many Mrs - Putnam, the reasons people
war reslslors and spur them to support a sanctuary are closely
nclive protest. He claims that Tom linked with their reasons for op-
Pratt, a Marine AWOL who sought P°sfog the war in Vietnam. She
mission, reported that intensive In- demic Council, by majority vole, creating n forum for him to express
terviewing procedures will be re- agrees to meet in Executive Ses-. Ullulicly the reasons why he is
quired to identify the unconven- sion. The minutes of Executive resisting, and we are expressing
tionally qualified student. It was Session deliberations and any re- our solidarity with him and all of
unanimously voted that an effort ports submitted in such sessions those who are taking similar
be made in this direction to include shall not bo made available to in- s, nnds." Slinplro stnled that stu-
25 unconventionally qualified slu dlvldunls who are not members of ,lf,,ll «, fnelnry workers, and sold-
dents in the class of 1973, on the Academic Council, l^'fl "Inch I he liimlc control of our
assumption thnt there will be a The following resolution was "wn lives tlinl Is Iho essence of true
supplementary program. It was then adopted: "That the Academic democracy."
also voted that the Board of Ad- Council heartily commends the -lack "Mike" 0'C*>»ner, a 19-
mlssion increase Its membership commitment to the College and year-old soldier stationed at Fort sanctuary in the Marsh Chapefat expressed her view as "that pusl
to include two students who will the concern for its future evident Bragg, North Carolina, then deliv- Boston University, was later forced tion which recognizes that the war
participate in all work excepi the in the meeting of October 15. Coun- ered a statement denouncing the to denounce his anti-war activities. is simply one symptom of a very
reading and voting on credentials, cil believes that the student lead- involvement of American troops In "If I do weaken and make any complex disease, a disease the
The discussion of students' reading ers have correctly identified a Vietnam. "The only placo where stnlcmcnts against this communi- symptoms of which are all around
credentials will continue in Aca- cluster of mnjor Issues which rc* we eun win our freedom Is horo," ty," ho said, "please disregard us * for instance in the form of the
demic Council and In the Board quire the Immediate and conllnu- ho drawled. "By taking sanctuary them nnd remember mc for what internal colonialism practiced
of Admission. Ing engagement of us ull. Council I face nn.ro time In the stockade I write and say while I am free." Qenlnst blacks at home." The Tal-
Miss Blake, foreign student ad- pledges to proceed directly to do- than I would if I turned myself In. His decision that the war in Viet- manson sanctuary tried to point
visor and assistant professor of vise the means for effective To me It U worth it I fool that If nam Is immoral and unjust was out how deeply embedded the sys-
French, presented a proposal foi changes in institutional structure, I eon convlnco 100 people that the made on the basis "of a lot of my tem of imperialism is in our govern-
mm i . j ^7 . admissions and recruitment policy, war Is wrong, that It Is an lnjus- friends being killed. All war Is ment P°llcies.lYlatlriQQlS) KsllOlT the curriculum and other areas of tic© against the basic freedoms of wrong." Citing a second sanctuary, Mrs.
Tr\ WtT tt ' C*l I nctlvity whicn arc of fls deep con- our country, then I will gladly Shapiro explained to reporters Putnam commented, "Just as Tal-J O olflg Ifl \jflQ,I)Gl ccrn to the faculty of Wellesley servo the oxtnvtlmo." that tho Sala do Puerto Rico was manson drew attention to the role
This Sunday evening nl 8 the Co,,eSo as they arc to lis student At Ihe end of his speech, ho soloctod ns the slto of tho sane-
of the courts, Chase drew attention
Wellesley College Choir will pre- body Qnd to its Pr«ildent." raised Ills fist In a defiant, triumph, tuary In order to separate "the to the role of military establlsh-
sent its annual Fall Vespers con-
The motiori ProP0fdnE 'hat ten ant gesture; his enthusiastic audi- act of asylum" from any religious ment - • For the first time we
cert in Houghton Memorial Chap- student members, to bo selected by encc rewarded him with a standing function. "Tho MIT admlnlstra-
were able to see the full horror of
el. The Choir will be assisted by tne ColIcSe Government, be admit- ovation and V-signs. tion was not in on this," Shapiro conscription, to see that conscrip-
thc Madrigal Group and members ted to tne meetings of Academic During the subsequent question- emphasized, although "several fac- tion is indeed a form of slavery."
of the Chamber Music Society. CounciI . a"d be permitted to speak and-answer period, O'Conner ex- ulty members" helped the Resist- Responsibility Needed
The program will be directed by on the floor and bring issues before plained background events leading onto Group. Another MIT senior. There are several important con-
William A. Herrmann, associate Council except when Council meets to his decision to nccept MIT's of- -loff Satin, denied that tho cstab- siderations involved In giving
professor of music. Paul R. Bar- ln Executive Session, was tnblod for of aid. The slim, blond young llshment of a sanctuary constituted sanctuary, according to Mrs. Put-
stow. Director of the Wellesley unt11 the next meeting. man spoke blllerly of Ids mllltnry a "one-room takoovor." "Wo'ro not n°m. "I have nothing against say-
ColVgc Theatre, will mid the Pnss-Fnll discussion was pont- experiences. lie claims thnt ho wns keeping anyone out," he reminded ine over and over again that the
lessons. ponod until n future meeting. forced to onliRt In tho army to " {Contlnuod on pago 8) (Continued on page 8)
Featured on the program will be
three scenes from the oratorio
Jephte by Giacomo Carissimi, an
illustrious member of the genera-
tion which fashioned the early
Baroque in Italy. The story of The Wellesley College Theatre
Jephte .is contained in chapter season for l!)G8-fif) will open Frl.
eleven of the Book of Judges. Nov
. 1( wUh Experiment Theo-
The selections which will be tre's pmducUnn or Henrlk Ibsen'sperformed have been arranged for HoddB Gnblor.
Sui Pd °I!pp L I?eiTmann - »- "This will be a traditional Pro-
£5 rinlhtT J6£ht ductlon '" according to Susan Alex-
S5 h ? inJ t . 'TT, WWCh ander "69 - dircct°r- "The produc-
e nt a umna^ *
ti0n is traditional not onl
*
in the
r ce l a.
sense thflt thjf gett| gnd ^
•ther music to be performed costumes will be Victorian, but
also In the interpretation. Since
ET's 'Hedda Gabler' To Open Theatre Season
y
includes two motets by Jacob
Handl, a sixteenth-century Ger- u
man composer, an an.hem by^ ™™ 1 to tr«»
Henry Pureed, and two motels by *h0
ch
,
nr"ctcr nf Hedda as The
Mozart, one of which ("Exsultate Neurotic Woman, and the piny as
Jubilate") will again feature Miss a kind of case nis,01'y 1" dramatic
Holmes as soloist. The program form But Ior me ' Hed()a is a beau-
will conclude with "Cease Your tifu1, tempestuous woman, des-
Bitter Weeping" by the contem- Perate at finding herself in a trap,
porary Hungarian composer Zol- an0> to° much of a coward to break
tan Kodaly, a number for choir out °* ' l and face social disgrace,"
and soprano solo from Brahms' A Relevant
German Requiem, and Mr. Herr- "That tho milieu of the produc-
mann's setting of the Old One tlon Is Victorian does not moke
Hundred and Thirteenth Psalm lt irrelevant for today, however,
tune. Ileddo Gabler Is not just a play MIT).
- 1 about character, but also about
Issues which arc still quite con-
temporary, the most important of
which is the role of woman In so-
ciety. Hedda, who has no 'voca-
tion' that attracts her, must de-
cide between, marrying a good but
tedious man, George Tesman, or
being a spinster, personified for
her by George's Aunt Juliana. She
chooses the former and finds she
Is 'boring herself to death.' Frus-
trated by her own life, she Is
driven to try to control the lives
and destinies of those about her,
with tragic results. I think Ibsen's
heroine is one of the most fascin-
ating women of the theatre."
The cast features Katherine
Wright 71 as Hedda Gabler, Eliza-
beth Koebel '72 as Mrs. Elvsted,
Marana Brooks '72 as Aunt Jul-
iana, Rosalie Caprio *71 as Berta,
Lawrence Kasser as Judge Brack,
Hedda (Katherine Wright 71) threatens Judge Brack (Larry Kauer, Dennis Roth as George Tesman,
photo by Nancy Eyler '69 and Peter Levy as Eilert Lovborg'.
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To Sanction Sanctuary Is To.. . The Reader Writes
Sanctuary, as discussed at Monday's panel and
as manifested at MIT this week (see stories, p. 1),
is an issue rich in relevant implications for the
Wellesley academic community. In view of its seri-
ous nature, it is a subject that demands the close
scrutiny initialed by the probing discussion and
thought which began this past week. It is impor-
tant that the dialogue continue, with emphasis on
the symbolic value of sanctuary and its possible
application at Wellesley.
In its contemporary form, sanctuary demon-
strates a personal moral commitment. The partici-
pant, in standing by a man who has decided he
can no longer in good conscience serve United
States military interests, shows support for his
action. It is necessarily a symbolic rather than an
actual protective act, as all arc aware that auth-
orities will ultimately appear to remove the re-
sister.
As an act of civil disobedience, participants aid
and abet the defiance of a federal law; nil those
who join a sanctuary need he tuliy aware of the
implications of their support. The AWOL soldier
or resister who is offered sanctuary is not running
away from punishment; rather, he is precipitating
and intensifying it. His sacrifice is great, but war-
ranted, he feels, by the symbolic significance of
his stand against the war and the present military
system.
The academic community offers a decidedly
relevant place for sanctuary, and Wellesley in turn
could provide a unique, symbolic demonstration
of moral concern. As members of a woman's col-
lege, individuals at Wellesley could offer protest to
a law which does not directly affect them, but
which they nonetheless feel is an unjust ruling.
Certainly, that this action on the part of indivi-
duals at an established traditional college could
act as a legitimatizer for the resistance movement
cannot be overlooked.
Yet, the idea of a sanctuary at Wellesley in-
volves certain serious problems, all of which must
be thoroughly weighed before a decision is made.
There is, of course, the question of support, as a
majority is clearly more than can be expected. A
well-organized minority could ably execute a sanc-
tuary, but there should be careful consideration
of where minority rights begin to infringe upon
the majority. Another important issue with which
to grapple is the college administration's position.
As sanctuary demands the use of a large room,
probably the Chapel or Alumnae Hall ballroom,
the college becomes automatically involved in the
decisions concerning its property. It is conceivable
that the College could issue a full support state-
ment; it is also possible that the College could pre-
vent or break-up the saitcliirtry—these nllcrnn-
livcs, along with others between the two extremes,
need lo be seriously considered before nclion In
tnkcu. It is Important to contemplate Ihc College's
relation to outside authorities, as well as the pos-
sible stand of (he College in lclation to arrested
students.
Many feel that a symbolic sanctuary at Wel-
lesley could be an extremely beneficial act, but
if mishandled in publicily, purposes, tncts, or or-
gnnlzntion, It could also prove very unfortunate.
The crucial Issue In n snnclunry nltuntlmi Is having
a deep sense of why it Is being staged, with clear
ideas of commitment to t»uklc policy decisions. It
is an act of civil disobedience than cannot be in-
itiated lightly. Hopefully, the discussion and events
of the past week will stimulate individual self-
examinations of commitments to gain a clear
sense of the menning of snnctuary, and thereby
prevent a hasty decision as It relates to Wellesley.
A Shift in the Wind
The Pentagon recently ordered a long overdue
study of the Selective Service system. Officials
say that the study will examine the feasibility of
establishing a 2.7 million all-volunteer force to
end the draft, using potential inducements such as
higher pay, better housing nnd educational op-
portunities. Such a program is similar to one sug-
gested earlier this fall by the Republican Party's
Ripon Society (see article p. 7).
The three major presidential candidates, as well
as other interest groups, have recently challenged
the present draft system. Nixon favors an all-
volunteer force after Vietnam; Humphrey pro-
poses elimination of draft inequities and a lottery
for qualified 19 year olds (a proposal rejected by
Congress earlier this year), while Wallace sup-
ports voluntary recruitment and use of the draft
primarily for national emergencies. Voluntary re-
cruitment seems to be the best way to answer un-
fair Selective Service procedures.
Pentagon officials have cited increased cost as
the major barrier to enactment of the volunteer
system. However, legislation has already been
drafted to revamp the entire military pay scale,
making it competitive with civilian wages. This
necessary first step should be followed by others
toward a volunteer system. Other objections main-
tain that a professional military would not be a
national, or completely democratic, effort. How-
ever, the present draft system is far from demo-
cratic. The business of defense and waging war
lias indeed become a business and, like any other
similar Institution, it should neck tho most qualified
and Ihc most Interested men available. However
this initiation of a professional army would neces-
sitate close security of and responsible supremacy
over the military by Congress.
Maintenance of a partial draft for the next few
years because of Vietnam and for national emer-
gencies thereafter may be unavoidable. But the
present draft system is a confused complex of in-
equitable procedures guaranteeing every man's in-
volvement with his country. Not only do some
men feel forced draft involvement is not the best
way they can serve the US, but also, some men,
from a military standpoint, are more qualified than
others to become involved in this way. Any Pen-
tagon proposals for the volunteer system, which
will be incorporated in President Johnson's final
defense budget to be presented to Congress next
January, will be more than a pleasant surprise.
They will be a necessary, though somewhat late,
attempt to reform a system that has been ineffec-
tive and unfair for much too long.
VOTE
One of Wcllesley's notary publics told Nrwx
this week that far fewer students have arranged
to have absentee ballots notarized for this election
than in past years. If this is, as we fear, an indica-
tion of campus voting turnout, News finds it in-
excusable.
Only by marking a ballot can you register your
choice or your protest in the Piesidcntial election.
In almost every state there are clear and impor-
tant differences between Congressional and Sena-
torial office-seekers. Only by casting a vote can
you directly influence the selection of good state
nnd local candidate.*).
Notary publics avnilablc to witness student bal-
loting arc Mrs. Stanton, Publicity Office; Mrs.
Potcnza, Controller's Office; and Mr. Lelievre,
Purchasing Office. These notaries will not be here
over the weekend. If your state Tcquires that not-
arized absentee ballots nrrive at the polls on or be-
fore Flection Day, you must vote tomorrow.
The issues demand your reasoned response,
Thank You, Academic Council!
(Sec Page 1)
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Name-Calling
To the editor:
After the incident this summer
when our black student recruiters
were called "Sapphire" by some-
one in a passing truck, a thorough
investigation began to determine
exactly what happened. The college
employees are extremely sensitive
about their relationships with other
members of the college community,
nnd at a meeting of the entire
maintenance staff, workers expres-
sed deep concern about the insult-
ing remark. They were adamant in
their resolve to prevent a recur-
rence nnd wanted to get immedi-
ately to the bottom of the matter.
A young worker, not a college em-
ployee hut unit of n tcmporaiy
summer building crow hired by
contractor, vvna finally Identified as
the responsible party, at which
point college officials made it clear
that behavior of this nature will
not be tolerated from anyone ex-
prcting to work on campus.
The college community should be
apprised of these facts: that the
timmor's Incidence of n particular
offeiiHe was readily dealt with and
that It did not involve a regular
college employee. However, I
strongly feel that once again a
reminder Is in order that it does
not solve the overall problem-at-
hnnd merely to reprimand a few
thoughtless individuals. What is
Hie rest of the college doing? Mere
good will and applauding from the
imiconles Is not onnugltt Let's sur-
prise everyone and get thoae com-
mittees moving at least to issue
their proposals based on a consid-
eration of the revised proposals
nnd then to repropose everything
to the proper officials — or faith
In "legalized channels" to do more
thnn lend a token respectability
tn a very compromised "urge" for
chnnge will be lost.
Kris Olson '69
tical usefulness among those pro-
posed by the May 8 Committee.
The majority of the Academic
Council welcomed the suggestion
and a new letter has recently been
sent to all members announcing
that contributions are now being
accepted in support of the scholar-
ship fund for the uniquely quali-
fied students as per Miss Adams'







The College community will be
liiteresleil to know that last May
a proposal was made to the Aca-
demic Council by a member of the
faculty that we raise funds by
voluntary contribution in support
of some project of immediate prac-
Morning Chapel
Takes Later Time
"An Experiment In Contempor-
ary Devotion" is the theme for
the revised Daily Chapel program,
according to H. Paul Santmire,
college chaplain.
The new format and new late-
afternoon time will begin next
week. Each day will have n theme: 1
Monday, Supplication; Tuesday, Si-
lence; Wednesday, Speech; Thurs-
day, Super; Friday, Song.
On Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day and Friday, the Daily Chapel
service will begin at 5:30 pm and
will end in time for students to
return to their dorms for supper.
Thursdny will be the Day of the
I /iid's Supper, using the new
Episcopal rite. This service will be-
gin nt 5 pm and will last for about
thirty minutes. There will be time
for unrushed conversation follow-
ing the service according to Mr.
Santmire.
With the exception of the Thurs-
day service, Dally Chapel will be
In Its usunl location In the Chapel
transept. The Thursday Commun-
ion Service will be In Ihe Little
Chapel, In the basement of the
sanctuary.
Two special morning services are
also planned. Beginning next Wed.,
Nov. 6, at 8:30 am, there will be
a regular thirty-minute service of
Communion open to all who wish
to participate. Mr. Santmire will
officiate.
The Choir will present a regular
15-mlnute service of music begin-




What the recent events on this
compus have related most crucial*
ly is that beyond the specific fail-
ings of Wellesley College in mat-
ters of admission, curriculum and
finance this institution lacks a vi-
able, responsive decision-making
structure. Student participation is
excluded from most Institutional
decisions. The Structural Revision
Committee proposed by the Presi-
dent was conceived of none too
soon; and its work must begin im-
mediately. While individuals and
ad hoc committees work toward
specifics through makeshift ap-
pendages to the present structure,
members of this college "commun-
ity" will have to work as inten-
sively and consciously to create
the Institutionalized bodies and
channels that will be able to deal
with and foster ideas in the future.
There can be no serious, lasting
change without a total reevaluation
of the decision-making process,
which goes beyond plugging holes
in the existing structure to reflect
the fundamental change in assump-
tions — that whoever is affected
by a decision should be involved
in Its making. There is an immed-
iate need to re-think traditional
views of who has how much stake
in the institution, who makes de-
cisions and for whom. Are there
means — legitimate and institu-
tionalized — for creativity In
thought and action; for redefining
education as it can and/or should
be? Ad hoc methods of operation
serve well as temporary ways of
proceetjng toward specific ends
but are useless without concrete
changes for future operation.
The current resolutions indicate
several necessary structures. Most
apparent Is the need for a Joint
administration-faculty-student — a
"community" — council to decide
on the "orientation and commit-
ment of the college," and for stu-
dent participation in academic pol-
icies. This "community council"
would concern itself with setting
priorities, decisions such as the
MIT-Wellesley affiliation, the sum-
mer program on campus, financial
resources, and publicity. These ma-
jor issues are not strictly faculty
concerns (nor solely student) but
can only be fairly resolved by the
total community. No one sector
can, should, or probably even
would like to determine the direc-
tion In which this college will
move. Especially facing a time of
change such as the present, the
"new orientation and commitment
of the college" must have an ac-
companying and reflective struc-
ture to deal rationally and efficient-
ly with change, with new ideas,
and creative emphases this year
and for the next fifty. One can
only hope the college community
will not again wait so long to re-
evaluate and re-define Itself.
Thus we envision a system of
College governance wherein prior-
ities for the College as a whole
and as an on-going institution, and
recommendations to the Trustees,
would be decided by an equal stu-
dent-faculty-administration body (a
"community council"); where all
aspects of student life and resi-
dency would be determined by an
all-student legislature; academic
(Continued on page 8))
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The Non-Voters: School Children Discuss Politics
\
by Nancy Boss '69 their parents. One third mentioned ence from Eisenhower—knowing Inscribed on his arm In red Ink," for "Job opportunities, half-way
Buttons, posters, cheering, stu- their parents as influencing their how to handle all the problems, "I heard it on the news on TV: houses, and like that." Six felt
dents jumping up and down—rarely political thought: "I just think how to stop war and about pro- Humphrey does much more for Humphrey would "strengthen fair
have newsmen witnessed such Nixon's the right guy. My parents blems in the cities. He feels about racism than Nixon." housing," "give black people equal
genuine spontaneous enthusiasm are voting for him. They think that cities that any person using a gun Nixon"s TV Image favorably im- rights."
for the 1968 Presidential candl- he would be the one that would should have a murder sentence. If pressed more boys and girls than Playground Rumor
dates on a school campus. Yet re- try to take the slums out and like everybody goes around shooting a did Wallace's ("He must be a One Nixon supporter and four
curring jumps and yells met this that. I would vote for him even if gun, we should fill up Jails instead Communist Adolph Hitler. I heard Humphreyites boasted that their
reporter last week when she ques- my parents didn't." of snooting them or using tear gas." a couple of his speeches.") or candidate would lower taxes. Said
tioned fourth and fifth graders on Said a fifth-grade girl, "Nixon's "Agnew? He's a good guy. He'll Humphrey's: "I like Nixon, but I one of the Humphrey backers,
the playground of Wellesiey's Hun- lost so many times he is a snob, help Nixon a lot with problems . . . can't say I don't like Humphrey," "Hopefully that will higher my
newell School about their election People who vote for him arc out I heard it from my mother. She's One televiewer voiced this infre- allowance."
views, of their minds. If he's elected, I working for Women for Nixon. She quently recorded comment, then One blazing issue on the Hun-
Of the 36 interviews, 19 would feel bad for the nation. He's lost brought all these booklets home continued, ' I was for Humphrey, newell School playground is of
vote for Humphrey If they could; so many times, he's jerkish, I know and I read them." I heard Nixon speak on television rather parochial Interest: "Hum-
17 preferred Nixon No one spoke he's a snob because I read a book Another girl had been propagan- and I changed my mind. It was phrey will make us go to school
for Wallace. Reference to the Am- about him. My mother got it at the dized with promises even closer 'Nixon in New England' where In summer." Perhaps this frighten-
erican Independent candidate elici- book club and I read it. I told her to everyday life: "Humphrey's go- people asked him questions. I liked Ing prospect moved the informant
ted boos from the playground to get me a book on Nixon, My Ing to improve schools by adding his answers." to add, "It's about time to have a
crowd. "No! He's a racist stinker father's for Nixon. We talk about new furniture. My father told me. Offered an eager girl carrying a Republican."
. a cannibal ... a bum . . . Elect It." We'll have more grass on ploy- GO NIXON GO placard, "Nixon "Nixon will keep the holidays
him and there'll be nothing left Mother's Books grounds and jungle gyms," gives convincing speeches. You see up," noted four of his advocates,
of the world." A few of the children displayed Twelve respondents referred to him and you know what you're Humphrey fans, however, remained
Parental InMuence symptoms of considerable parental television In dtcusslng the factors going to vote for." loyal: "If Humphrey becomes
Most of the Interviewees expres- persuasion. One smiling gl.l favor- which molded their opinions. Said Schoolroom politics President he might make students
sed allegiances similar to those of ed Nixon: "He got a lot of experl- one fifth-grader with "Humphrey" A few speakers had been con- go to school in summer but I'm
Now Speak Aloud
Lester Proposes New Goals
by David Lester
Instructor In Psychology
sellng has less stigma attached to I do feel slightly uneasy, for per-
It. The service should be con- haps there Is a need for one or from classroom study of the"cam- wants to keep training schooU
verted by their classmates' argu- still for him." Another young man
ments. Explained one girl, "I'm for hoped that his message In News
Humphrey because he's good and would clarify the situation,
Nixon's n big fat hum because he'll "There's a rumor going around
Immli North Vietnam. I heard it that Humphrey wants school all
from a boy yesterday, but don't summer. Write that it's not true."
write his name. He keeps calling A fourth grader's remarks might
me names." isolate the sources of the anti-
Others used arguments drawn Humphrey rumor. "Humphrey
Last week, I wrote a letter to slderably expanded over its pres- two institutions in America like
Ncwb criticizing the proposals be- ent slze - A°y student who is at the "Olde Wellesley" used to be.
fore the College community. In college for four years without What about the girl who wants a
order to be constructive as well encountering some problem for Rlrl'n college that rnn as the for-
as critical, I would like to propose wh'ch she could .benefit from m(M. WnlWley used to? Where «hr^y "toliiV everyone what he's" gi>
a set of goals that the College InlWn* with a counsellor has mis- can she go? Ought such Instl
1
community might adopt. wS JSE} V q™^Zcs ^ ° »* W" -» tcflChcr *M " knowled*e ("Humphrey thou, I, upThe College as an Acdemlo
„ „ problem^ q( ^laSSS. caTcT »"
sZ2attlltI 'SfSL^ **^^institution discussion. The College should, tinUe to exist todav and whether cus ion n d determined his vote.
(1) The College should have as therefore, provide extensive cou^ wXsVshou^ ^— „
one of its goals the pursuit and seiing facilities. Wellesley College attracts stu-
clties an(i
(7) People are capable of pep- dents who think they wont to bo
paign: "I heard In school that running," she explained, "when
Nixon's taking people out of Viet- people can get off from their jobs
nam to let them at least see their tq go to them In summer."
parents and their wife." "Hum- Rah! Rah!
Mixed with such insight and with
Ing to do If ho doesn't win. That's surprisingly accurate historical
sught
once ac-
cused somebody of being a com-
Interviewees praised their can- munist and he won") were fami-
dldates' policies on the war, the liar schoolboy taunts and slogans:
'Humphrey's worn out, Nixon'steaching of knowledge. There
fore, it should attract competent u,c *?v*™ /» g«- »»« «™ w « Eleven thought Humphrey would sworn out." "Nixon (Humphrey)^
and motivated students and fac- »nai growtn greater so r-umicr- norc nearly, many change their ..eml the war" by "stopping bomb- In the White House waiting to be
ulty. I prefer the word "attract;; ^"^^S^SSi Sfiffia- 5S f«°c< that snmoTo '«*" "0cnCC tnIlt"'" or "k«»,n« elected. Humphrey (Nixon)'! in the
tKp'srw^eTto"s?s asAT%» ss srjs-«ysta i^j^&stss~ can waltlng to be co,lect-
sirable things to those it wants be done ^ maMng experiences nrgumont. that Wellesley does have
maKe a treaty, Keep
to attract '
sucn as sPecl(1'lzed training groups appealing features. "But what I
in human relations skills avail- think Is the major criticism of an
"Humphrey Dumphrey's go-
up the bombing," or "atop the ing to fall."
bombing." Said one Nlxonlte, "If One or two Hunnewellera de-
. « T16^stuien J' fnC"lty ' and able to students, faculty, and unchanging Wellesley is that an """Phrey nad any 'deas to stop Uvered impassioned pitches perhaps
staff of the College should be
staff The community should con- institution should allow for devel- the war, he'd probably give them to indicative of future ambitions. "I
chosen without regard to race, sider wha t other experiences o-ment and change In people (es- Presldent Johnson." think Nixon keeps switching his
religion or SEX (at least). It is should be provided to enable the ppclnlly In young ndtilts) It In (lomcstlc affairs, the children Ideas to please the public," pro-time to face the issue of cooduca- College community to participate should not be based on an ossump- wcro concerned much more with nounced a Humphrey-buttonedlion Males should be admitted in tho wldc3t V(irlety of ( henithy 7 ) tfon or slnhlllty and conformity ""Rhtlng racism" and "giving fifth-grader as the bell rang re-
_?...-_._
y (-0Ilege as resiaent experiences. An Institution should bo capable everyone a job" than with law cess' end, "Nixon says the Demo-
(8) The College Bhould provide °r dcalinK wltn growth and de- nnd or(lcr ("Nixon has been cam- crats have struck out—but I say,
a total environment for its mem- v,?IoPment in Its members, with- Palgnirig that If he were President Mr. Nixon, it's only the first in-
bers. Thus, recreation and extra- out having to ask them to trans- he'd be getting more men trained nlng." "NIXON'S THE ONE,"
curricular activities should be ex- *er somewhere else. It is for this for police duties, but we already screamed classmates marching into
panded If there were resident reason tnat 1 think Wellesley have that enough with the FBI.") the school building, "TRUST HUM-
should change. Three approved of Nixon's plans PHREY."
students.
(3) The College should not in-
hibit individualism. It should ad-
mit students with different alms
in seeking a college education.
Therefore, students should be al-
lowed to speed up, slow down,
take all courses pass-fall, spend
semesters elsewhere, etc., depend-
ing upon their individual needs.
Assuming that the counseling
male students, there would not be
such an exodus on weekends and
evenings and the impoverished
campus entertainment could grow.
(9) The College authorities
services are adequate, the stu- should advise and guide (but not
dents must take the responslbilty dictate) students, faculty, and
for their choice of plan. The staff on personal matters regard-
guiding ideal should be "toler- '°g social and ethical mores (for
once and flexibility." example, sexual behavior, drugs,








vented from being at Wellesley f
hou,d ac"Pl f*at *Cy 0rC n°4
for financial reasons. ln a Potion to enforce morals










"Jalf t0 provl(le opportunities for open
t^L *h PWlKPat% "i. and frank discussions of tho prob-mining the policies of the Col-
iems lnvolved
_
lege. Thus, all groups should be „. _ _
represented in committees. Se-
The College a* a Part of a.
crecy should be at a minimum 1M
LarK6P 8oclety
(except of course, in cases where 10 ' ^he College is part of a
confidential .information is In- '°rger community and as such It
volved or where dissemination of should seek to involve ltBclf In
information could cause harm, as community affairs. The College
for example, student records, dis- should cooperate with the eom-
eussion of disciplinary actions, munltles around It. It should seek
nominations for awards, eljc.)' ways In which It can help In corn-
Students should realize, however, munlty projects such as education
that their involvement in the (adult and child), mental health,
College Is often for a briefer pe- Eerla tric problems, nursery
rlod of time than that of some schools - etc. At present organlza-
faculiy and staff and that these tlons llke Service Organization,
latter must assume more respon- ^ proposed Upward Bound proj-
sibillty for some matters. ets * and tne tutoring projects are
The College as a Group effective in meeting this need,
of Individuals However, there seems to h- - —
.
(6) The College should "Ct£« Zn tne part of some mem-
adeouau ^— servlcV;' for bers of the community that Wel-
students, faculty, and staff. Coun- lesley ,c°lle8e snould not have as
seling should include psychologi- a goal involvement in such pro-
cal counseling, academic counsel- jectSi Jndivlduals should seek In-
ing, and vocational counseling. In volvement as independent lndl-
part'ciilar with reeard to psycho- viduals. Contrary to Uihi, I feel
logical counseUngT perhaps the ,na£ the col,?SC Snouid support
service should be oriented z«ay s
"
ti" P^Jects actively an^
from the notion of "psychiatry" vlde f >indlng and fn^VilOes.
which has the connotation that Comment
one has to be "sick" in order to I u fV,„ f tKt, i. „ ...
seek advice. Psychologcal cou- nf
""^ ^at this Is a worthy set
6
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Alinsky, Atkins, Alsop Discuss Ghetto Organization
by Ann Sherwood '69
"The reason .for organization is
power," argued Saul Allnsky as
one of three panelists presented at
the Harvard Law School Forum
Friday night. Mr. Allnsky was join-
ed by columnist Joseph Alsop and
Boston Councilman Thomas At-
kins for debate and discussion of
the topic, "Organization of the
Ghetto." Professor Adam Yarmo-
linsky served as moderator.
Alinsky's discussion of ghetto or-
ganization focused on the concept
of power in the political society.
"Organization of the ghetto be-
comes absolutely essential to . .
the play of the democratic society,"
he insisted. "Unless people «re or-
ganized, they are not in a situa-
tion in which they can turn to
other segments of the society and
point to their OWN representa-
tives." Mr. Allnsky cited his or-
ganization's experience with
FIGHT in Rochester, N.Y., last
year to substantiate his assertion.
Black Power
In his consideration of Black
Power, Mr. Alinsky called the pop-
ular motto "rationale for poor or-
ganization." "Identity comes not
from seminars, but from action,"
he charged, adding that the organ-
ization of a ghetto cannot wait for
five ,or six years until the identities
are sorted; "it can't wait for one
year."
The organizer's third introduc-
tory theme addressed the break-
down of communication between
the blacks and the whites. Blaming
both the "black charlatans" and
the "white neurotics," Mr. Alinsky
called for some real talking and
real listening.
Joseph Alsop agreed with Mr.
Alinsky generally, but drew his
thesis, not from the failures of the
country since the hope granted by
Brown vs. Bonrd of Education, 14
years ago, but from the successes
of the same time.
While acknowledging the vast
differences between the circum-
stances of the Oriental and the
black arrivals in the United States,
and their contrasting strengths in
family, race and cultural confi-
dence, Mr. Alsop nevertheless call-
ed for the black community to
learn from the successes of both
the Japanese and Chinese. He
claimed that ghetto organizers
must look at the goals that organ-
ized ghettos have set for them-
selves; and he noted the effectlve-
ness of sheer achievement.
"Achievement breaks barriers
Archaeologists Dig at Local Site
by Betty Demy '(19
At a special press intervlrw
Archaeologists Anonymous announ-
ced the beginning of the first sea-
son of excavations at Wellesley
College. After months of exhaust-
ing research, the team met on
Wed. Oct. 24 to make on initial
survey of the site, an ancient in-
dustrial complex on the shore of
Lake Waban.
Heidi Winslow '69, organizer of
the excavation, groclcd the 40
"diggers" with rakes, hoes, shovels
and spades. Before the actual work
began, Heidi gave a brief history
of the site. The first known build-
ing was a timber saw mill built
in 1658 by the Indians. This was
destroyed during King Philips War
and not until 1730 was the prop-
erty reoccupied. A series of saw
mills and grist mills were built In
the eighteenth century, but Indus-
try grew in 1858 when Henry Wood
bought the property. He made
building materials, including bricks
which may still be found on the
site. Though they bear no mark-
ings, they are readily identifiable
by their small, dark red appear-
ance.
Business Flourished
Mr. Wood also used cement, and
may have been the first to do so,
for building purposes. By 1897,
there were 14 buildings on the
property and the business flourish-
ed so that a trunk line of the
Boston-Worcester Steam Railroad
was brought into the area. All the
buildings were connected by under-
ground tunnels at this time, and
visitors to the site may still walk
through the subterranean maze.
For the classical archaeologist, this
might be another hiding place for
the Minotaur.
The factory also produced green
paint made from an arsenic com-
pound. The poison contaminated
Lake Waban and subsequently kill-
ed six imported white English
swans belonging to Mr. Durant.
Workers at the factory also suf-
fered some adverse effects—the
pigments became imbedded in their
skin, giving them a freakish ap-
pearance, and causing the towns-
people to ostracize them.
In 1873, there was a fire In the
paint shop and business declined
steadily until 1922 when bank-
ruptcy was declared. Wellesley Col-
lege acquired the property in 1932
and destroyed the remaining build-
ings.
History behind them, the diggers
scattered to four areas on the






force, urging and scom.'"".'" Greck
the inexperienced crew. Cornelius
Vermeule, curator of Greek and
Roman Art at the Boston Museum
of Fine Arts, was present to greet
local dignitaries and to keep on
eye on Max, the Vermeule's dal-
mation.
The Find
The most spectacular "finds"
were made in area C, the dump in
the center of the site. Diggers un-
earthed unbroken test tubes, poU
tery, die stamps, mid lumps of
hnrdencd point. In nrra II, Ihn
"superlntendenTs" house, surftire
finds Included (he lop <if n I-Ynnk-
lln stove, faucets with n deep pa-
tina and hoi and cold mnrklngs,
and the bones of a cow or horse —
a ceremonial burial, perhaps.
In area A, one of the larger but
still unidentified buildings, a three^
foot wide trench was cut anil here
the exenvators learned Hie rudi-
ments of iiirhnonfnglcnl melhnd,
Shovels grated against stone, dirt
flow, trees fell and when activity
ceased for a minute, all that re-
mained was a rough, uneven and
untidy hole. After several tries and
more Inslrucliiins from Mrs. Ver-
meule, mi Tortmm lory pIUI In Creek,
Hie did look shape. When It wmh
lltne to put shovels and picks nway,
something roHseinhllng flour boards
Inn I appeared. No mosaics, but
maybe a psychedelic, paint-splat-
tered floor will be found.
The excavations will continue
on Wednesdays until the weather
or the dwindling labor supply force
Ilia season's end. "Finds" nre pres-
ently sloreil In Jewell, awaiting
washing and cataloguing, so the
armchair nrchnohlnglsl who finds
wielding the trowel loo strenuous
can find a place In the Lake Waban
excavations.
down," he insisted.
Mr. Alsop continued, however,
by recognizing the difficulty of
"achieving" in the block ghetto,
because of the travesties of black
education. He concluded, then, that
education, above all, could lead to
achievement, and that the road to
good education must be the one
followed by the blacks.
Atkins Bcbuttal
Tom Atkins opened his state-
ments with an immediate attack
on the "irrelevant" Chinese ex-
ample vls-a-vis the crisis faced In
black ghettos todny. The black
community has been told for years
what it should organize to do," he
commented. "We're going to de-
cide for ourselves what the hell
it is were going to do.
The councilman cooled then, to
present his points. He cited the
Importance of the black resisting
the "somewhat delightful desire
to flagellate the white people."
And, he cautioned, the white com-
munity must likewise "fight down
Hie urge to capitulate," citing fine
ilinllneHons between rnclRm and
"raclnllsm".
His dependence on the "Judicious
and effective exploitation of Is-
sues," mndo clear his intentions
to achieve the institutions neces-
sary to support and sustain the
black community. He reiterated
(iemonds that the community lea-
dership recognize what, In fact, ex-
nelly are the Issues — emphasizing
Hint n hungry man can bo bettor
organized around (he Issue of food
than that of education.
New York Schools
The New York school contro-
versy monopolized most of the
panel discussion after the opening
statements of the three panelists.
Mr. Atkln's defense of the more
radical, "unacceptable" (to Mr.
Alsop) tact often taken In such a
situation was based on the fact
that "moderates have been com-
pletely ignored." This aspect he
continued, causes the black com-
munity to see its advancement
"coming in a totally activist con-
text. The guy who can mobilize
this kind of action may not be ac-
ceptable to the white community."
Questions from the legally-orien-
ted audience brought reference to
labor union tactics of organization,
(based again on the concept of or-
ganization for power): to law as a
"rationalization after you have the
power forces set up"; and to the
organization of power blocs within
the most-powerful white middle-
class.
One of the most poetic disserta-
tions of the evening came from Mr.
Alsop who compared American lib-
eralism to a ballet. "The postures
nre lovely, the music delightful, but
when the thing's over, there's not
sky, however, who pointed out the
a damn thing left but air."
He was countered by Mr. Alin-
function of the organizer as con-
ceptualizing this middle class cul-
ture, by using a "dramatic" tactic
to provide an escape from "the
horrible mundane of the white mid-
dle class." As one who bases his
organization techniques on the self-
interest of those involved, MK
Allnsky explained the necessity for
a mechanism that can be commun-
icated in terms of the individual's
self-interest for the turning of a
"plight" into a workable problem.
Student Combines Computers, Music
by Judith Wong, '71
Mixing computers and music or
mathematics and poetry Is noth-
ing extraordinary for 20-year-old
Ray Kurzwell, MIT '69, who ' is
studying Painting 106 at Welles-
ley this fall.
Ray's major project, started wllh
a friend, Rerun rd Klein, during
their freshman yenr, Is SKLFCr,
a computerized college selecllon
service that matches high school
students to colleges. It can also
help college students who want to
transfer. A detailed questionnaire
determines a student's interests,
aptitudes and financial require-
ments. The applicant's specifica-
tions are compared with over two
million data entries on npproxl-
mately 3,000 colleges and universi-
ties In the United Stntes.
Developing SELECT
"A lot of students are using SE-
LECT now. Before we sold it to
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.,
we had operated the service for
about 3,500 students across the
country. Mosl of them hnvo liked
II. They have gone lo n SELECT-
seleef e< I rcI mo] n nd been hnppy
and satisfied, Those dlssnllsfied
wllh their choices nre the ones
who have changed their minds
about what they want.
"Bernard and I conceived the
idea of SELECT independently in
high school. Students who were
trying to decide about colleges
were going about It haphazardly.
Most kids don't know of or con-
sider more than a few schools.
College is not for everyone but
I hose who want to go should In-
vestigate more thoroughly. Many
colleges would be well-suited to a
student, but he doesn't know about
them. There are over 3,000 schools
from which to choose.
"A major problem we found
while developing this program was
n lack of lime. We had 20 Har-
vnrd students to collect data on
all the colleges in the U.S." (Why
Harvard students? "They're very
reliable.") "This data was diffi-
cult to collect and to organize.
Writing the program was another
problem."
Early Computer Interest
Roy's interest In computers be-
gnn enrly. Ho built his first com-
puler In the seventh grade and In
high school he developed a com-
puter which wrote music.
SDS Sponsors Boston March,
Attacks Election as Irrelevant'
by Dorothy Dnvluo '(19
All week, students' collars hovo
been spouting red buttons which
proclaim: "VOTE WITH YOUR
FEET." And if you are near a fac-
tory's gates in Alls.ton or Brighton
when the shifts change, or on a
busy street in Roxluuy, yaw can
see some of the same bill tons on
Ihe lapels of workers and blnck
people. The buttons are part of a
national campaign by Students for
a Democratic Society to organize
marches of protest by students,
workers, and black people on elec-
tion day.
Vote with your Foot
On Tuesday Nov. b, mere will
be marches against the elections
throughout the nntion. The Boston
iT^.T"' a culmination of several
weeks' canvasu"£ find leafletting by
SDS organizers on local cSEJ1"^
black and working class neighbor-
hoods, will start at separate sites
In Boston, Cambridge, and Rox-
bury. The lines of march will meet
and move together to the Boston
Commons and a rally In front of
the State House.
Wellesley students may join the
Cambridge march, which will be
leiivlng the Cambridge Common at
12:30. (Cnll Ellen Doyle, 237-1551.)
Black students who ore interested
in joining the Roxbury community
march should meet at Dudley Sta-
tion nt 12:30. (Call Don King, 354-
01311.) The Slate House rally will
Commence nt 3 pm.
The [olltlm or llin March
The purpose of the march will
be to stnte and to protest the de-
liberate irrelevance of the election
campaigns, specifically that there
is no candidate who fs not com-
mitted to the present structure
of the United States and Its policy.
No candidate has chosen to run on
n nlnnk of Immediate withdrawal
from Vlclnnm. instead, tne issue
of law and order has served to
divide and confuse those who have
a stake in working together for an










nority positions of oJ*.. Wallace
and McCarthy, for channeling re<T.'
grievances In the wrong directions,
for isolating and discouraging grass
rootd efforts at political organiza-
tion, for offering no significant
alternative. McCarthy ran to bring
students back from disillusionment
with their country's policies, and
has said that the solution to Amer-
ica's problems lay with an Intellec-
tual elite. Wallace exacerbated di-
visions between black and white
workers, despite the fact that
unity between the two groups
might he n much more likely path
to solution of the grievances they
share: raising unemployment, poor
housing, poor educational facilities.
Call to Organize
The march will provide an op-
portunity for those who support
the Vietnamese people and who
nttnek the United State'B foreign
policy as Impcrlalstlc to express
*hnlr nnlnlons in a way that their
votes could not. It win nuuvuu"
support for the organization of
people around their grievances,
rather than reliance on politicians
who have limited, obscured, and
failed to take opposition on Issues.
Encouragement will be voiced for
students' ertoris" tu £Ct ROTC units
off c^pus, for black and white
workers' eho**8 to obtain a rent-
control referendum. £nd for black
people's efforts to gain eomj7?!.in'*y
control.
"I've always been Interested in
science. I like to put things to-
gether. Often I find myself mak-
ing things. I put pieces together
and eventually I had made a com-
puter. The idea for the computer
that wrote music came from my
father. He Is a professional con-
ductor and head of the music de-
partment at Quecnsborough Com-
munity College. He's had me play-
ing the piano since I was six.
"I had a great interest in mathe-
matics and music, and music has
a strong mathematical base. I
fed the compositions of compos-
ers like Bach and Beethoven into
the computer which then created
new compositions based on the
mathematical relationships of the
original compositions.
Writing Experience
"Music and math have always
fascinated me. It's been during
the past few years that I've devel-
oped an Interest in writing." Ray
is a poetry major at MIT. He has
written several books including a
recent one on the reawakening of
the childish spirit. "The book I
like best Is a collection of poems
with associated photographs and
paintings and with a common
theme running throughout.
"Robert Frost, Kierkegaard and
Steve Rabinowitz, a poet at MIT,
have influenced my writing. Dy-
lan has the strongest Influence on
me. He's the only pop poet whom
I feel Is worth anything. I like
the Beatles but they are poets for
the masses. They translate Dylan
stuff into something more geared
to the masses. I like the Stones,
Cream. Richie Havens
. . . James
Brown is really good when you're
sexually potent.
Wellesley Girls
"I enjoy my art class at Wel-
lesley very much. Thjere is a
different perspective from a fem-
inine viewpoint in art. Girls are
more attuneu IZ *Z aesthetic - ™e
girls at Wellesley seem to be in-
trospective, but animated. They're
less affected than most Radcliffe
girls.
"MIT coeds can be very Inter-
esting and stimulating, but I think
that they may be lonely because
guys HFcR't aware of this. The stu-
dents at MIT are very honest and
open. They're not pretentious at
all. One can find a really vast
j-nss-section of people."
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Resident Artist Explores Artistic Ambiguities
by Sue Helnemann '70
Questioned about his recent one-
man show in Boston, James Rayen,
resident artist,, hesitated to describe
his own works. He felt that his
own views were colored by his
initial vision, which, of course, no
spectator, gazing at the finished
wurk, could know.
In the Gallery
The show itself consisted of vari-
ations on similar themes. Rcclu-
slon Triptych sets up a hazy atmo-
spheric color space within the land-
scape which is denied by the flat,
grey canvas enclosing the scene
and by the separation of the picture
into three panels. In Blue Diptych
a saturated blue sky emphasizes
the reality of the two-dimensional
surface, while the play of light
and shadow on the landscape cre-
ates the illusion of depth.
Rayen's sensitivity to the subtle
nuances of color is apparent in
Crepuscule. A slight touch of color
tinges the greyness of the scene;
dawn is just beginning. The un-
relieved whiteness of the sky again
accents the surface, while the color
modelling creates a spatial am-
biance. By limiting the landscape
to a circle set within a square
frame, Rayen stresses this tenu-
ous relationship between illusion
and reality.
Resident artist Jamea A. Rayen, recently featured In a one-man show In Boston.
In several of his dune paintings
the juxtaposition is a grey mist.
preventing any sharp delineation effect, Rayen often varies
of form. To offset this painterly brush stroke — playing the dabs ations on one theme
of color In the dunes against the
smooth, fiat, monochromatic sky.
As is evidenced by his paintings,
Rayen is interested In the technical
problems related to landscape. "I
am more interested in possibilities
than in absolute statements," he
commented. "Right now I'm very
Interested in the problem of re-
flected forms — an extension of
ambiguity. The question of what's
real and what isn't is fascinating."
"I'm also interested in greyness,"
he added, "because to me grey is
the most mystic of ail colors. It's
a kind of pantheistic, all-encompas-
sing color."
In exploring these problems,
Rayen chooses similar landscapes.
"I can only understand what I'm
doing by doing it over and over
again," he explained.
Asked about the influences on his
art, Rayen responded, "I consider
myself in the strong tradition of
Western landscape painting. I'm
terribly aware of Monet, of Turn-
er, of Vuillard — yet I think it is
the landscape itself which influ-
ences me more,"
He added that among the mod-
em masters he admires Matisse
for his juxtaposition of flat and
modelled area as well as Morandi
his for his single-minded ness, his vari-
Intense Lyrics of Jon Silken Address Man's Waste
by Barbara Cutts '69 only comes in a kind of grinding tions. The gulf that lies between
The poetry of Jon Silkin in through states of desperation. Like tragedy and human powers of ex-
Poems New and Selected achieves many poets today he chooses sub- pression and comprehension is felt
an intense lyricism, but this quality jects that preclude gentle cmo- with terrible force In "Death of a
Local Congressional Candidate Dinis Speaks,
Outlines His Views of Local* National Issues
by Susan SachB '69
Wellesley hosted a local Con-
gressional candidate last Friday
evening. Ed Dinis, Democratic op-
ponent of Margaret Heckler for
Massachusetts' 10th Congrcsslonul
seat (including Wellesley), spoke
informally to a small group in the
Pope Room.
He cited his long-standing and
active interest in public service —
first as State Representative, later
as City Councilman, then as State
Senator, and presently us District
Attorney for Southern Mussucu-
setts.
Mr. Denis supported Eugene
McCarthy at the Democratic Con-
vention and worked for the minor-
ity plank on Vietnam.
In 1949, he lead the fight in the
Massachusetts legislature to abol-
ish segregation in the stute's na-
tional guard.
Against the Jury System
PEACE RALLY IN
WELLESLEV' square
The Wellesley Vietnam Peace
Project will hold a rally from
5 pm to 6 pm on Wed, Nov.
6—the day following Election
Day—around the flagpole in
Wellesley Square. The primary
purpose of the rally, according to
a spokesman, Is to glvo public
notice that muny citizens aro
shocked by the prolongation if
the Vietnamese War and are
dissatisfied with the statements
ot all the Presidential candi-
dates on ending the War. A fur-
ther purpose Is to discuss fu-
ture activities or the Peace Pro-
ject. There will be a 20-mlmite
silent vigil, In which people will
march slowly displaying posters
which state opposition to the
War. There will also be brief




Church, Edward O. Donlon, a
candidate for the Democratic
riCI^L".'^!?2 lor Congressman
from the 10th District, and one
other sneaker who has worked
on problems of the draft. There
will then be an opportunity for
those attending to make sug-
gestions for future work of the
Peace Project.
The candidate has, for many
years, objected to the jury system
as practiced in Massachusetts, Mr.
Dlnls mulnluliis Unit u system al-
lowing selectmen In choose Jury
members according to moral niuii-
durds Is not democratic. It In es-
sential to (he administration of
justice to have men and women
from all socio-economic groups
serve on juries, he feels.
As District Attorney, the would-
be Congressman bus objected to
the bull system, because It "only
punishes tliu pom-. II accomplishes
llllle or nothing wllh rcguid to
the safely or the community," ho
suld, noting tliut he cut) find no
logicul reason for the money stipu-
lation, except to eradicate the in-
convenience to the accused who
has sufficient funds to bail himself
out of jail.
Power and Rigidity
On the nutlmuil level, Mr. Dinis
feels strongly that government Is
becoming too rigid, He remarked
that those wllh power within the
system want to maintain it, und
MAYLING SOONG PRIZES
The Mayllng Soong Foundation
Is ufferlng 9100 In prize* In the
annual competition for student
papers on Mi in I or Smith Asia.
Topics may ho uuy aspect, an-
cient or modern, of llio uiilhro-
pology, art, economics, history,
literature, philosophy, politics,
religion, sociology of, or scien-
tific development in this parti-
cular area. The region "East or
South Asia" Is broadly Inter-
preted to Include Dunnu, Cam-
bodia, Ceylon, China, India, In-
donesia, Japan, Korea, Laos,
Mulaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, Pak-
istan, Philllppines, Singapore,
Thailand and Vietnam. All stu>
dents are eligible to compete In
the contest, although essays
•"ritten as part of an honors
*--
•>•><•«»ted.program cannot o*>
Deadline for submitting the
napers is May 9, 1960, by 5 pm
in Room »a T?™ter8. For fur-
ther Information, pleusc couw?t
Philip M. Phlbbs, associate pro-
fessor of political science, or
Paul A. Cohen, associate profes-
sor of history.
because of this, many of the In-
equities and anachronisms existing
today will be difficult to eruse. As
uu exurnplu, he slated his opposi-
tion to the party convention sys-
tem us It exists now, rem ueking
that ho would rather sec each
party choose the sume number of
delegates from congressional dis-
tricts only. Mr. Dinis would vote
to abolish capital punishment be-
cause "the figures show that It Is
not a deterrent." "The cry of
'slulos right'," ho lold the group,
"hUH hecomu u ruclsl cry , . . I-ocnl
autonomy In good, but tho stan-
dards should ho Bet by the Federal
Government."
Mrs, Hccklcr'B opponent favors
the Federal Rent Supplement law
as an advantageous crash program,
and would work for additional pro-
visions to substantially umeliarutu
the Injustices In the nation's hous-
ing fuollllloK, Ho would vigorously
appluud buc-Ii pmgruma to Improve
cducullonul rachitics for all Amer-
icans, und soclul security incrcuscs
to keep up with the rise in the
cost of living.
He is also a firm udvocate of
strict gun control legislation und
vigorously Buppoi'tfl the non-pro-
llfarallun treaty.
Doslrcn Donate
Questioned about Ids opponent,
the incumbent Mrs. Heckler, Mr.
Dinis responded that he has had
a difficult time determining where
she stands on many important is-
sues. He told the group that first
she voted for the Model Cities bill
(which he endorses), and then
voted against funds to implement
the program. On those Issues where
her stand is clear, however, Mr.
Dinis disagrees with her. She voted
against the Federal Rent Supple-
ment program which would allow
slum dwellers to better their liv-
ing conditions; he strongly ap-
proves of the program. Mrs. Heck-
f" . .
-'«»* miblic power fa-
ler voted agamo- r . «.„
cilities; Mr. Dinis supports ttw
program.




" Hding that it might
test on Nov o,
-n«nt ac-
not be so, should his oppu*..
cept his challenge to debate
. . .
an echo of the national campaign.
Son":
He turned over on his side with
his one year
Rod us a wound
He turned over us If he could be
sorry for this
And out of his eyes two great
tears rolled, like stones
And ho died.
Silkin's perception of the gro-
tesque freezes our compassion,
frightens us away from being hu-
man, and produces a poetry of
hursh statement, oblivious to
utuinccs of feeling.
Still the poet must try to under-
stand whut It Is that has gone
sour, und find the cause of blank
tragedies — to work toward com-
prehension.
I cannot bear not to
See clearly.
I qualify
Others by their concavities, I
form tliut whole
Of croutlvo creeping together.
The- poet looks to man, und man's
relationship to the whole of nature,
for the cause. It Is man who has
made a wasteland of nature.
But are the humans here?
Nature
Hud a human head. The mouth
Turned on Its long nock, biting
through
Neulo, sinew.
Mini's removal from nuture is seen
us u suvuge uttuck upon himself,
for nuture was a living organism
of which man was the head. And
the sinister intellect evokes a sim-
ilarly sinister reaction In nature:
Tho wholo
Of uutiiro Is turning slowly
Into an eye tliut searches
For lis must developed
And treuchorous creature, man.
The chaos in the natural world is
again traced to the loss of spiritual
order at men's discovery of "an
indifferent God."
But If wo are alone
Like stones in a huge field
Stupidly brutal,
Where Is thut trust, that fine
Sharpness of moral care
Pervading each recess
Of lemon consciousness?
The loss of harmony with God des-
troys men's trusting and unstudied
fineness in their relationships with
each other as natural creatures,
closing and hardening them into
"stones," the human atoms of mod-
ern society.
The life oi a great.
Intelligent e«».tl!! fiiQ*
Falls through the space
It has made io Itself
With too mach intellect.
4nd man is now moved to an ugly
if that life he cannot
hoarding -
spend freely himself. In a beauti-
fully lyrical poem, "The Two
Freedoms," the speaker describes
two birds who have broken out of
their cage and are sunning them-
selves. In their sunlit freedom,
they appear golden, and the speak-
ers greed Is aroused:
I caught and put them back Into
their cage.
Surely, I thought Man is
Ridiculous whose avarice for life
Is that he must put life
Bock in a cage, cage life; he
will Increase
The flow of the cruel gland.
Then watch, then feel his power
and Its rage
Grow and bo satisfied.
"Respectabilities" shows another
sort of behavior, a respectable one,
that men espouse to ease their con-
sciousness of loss — restraint on
whatever may resemble passion.
M»ny liberals don't Just
Make love, they first ask each
other;
And either Is free to decline
What tho other wishes;
That Is, unmitigated
Possession of the beloved's flesh.
Nothing hasty, nothing
unconsidered
Catches the liberal by
The hairs of lust.
They press the starving man "For
the purticuIurs/Of hunger," though
perhaps not going so radically far
as to feed him.
Silkin's poetry seeks a reorder-
ing of man's relationship with men,
and of his place in nature.
And for Man
Men matter, whether that God
Who mude us, and the stones,




He tries to build man's acceptance
of his condition as a creature on a
revitalized conception of nature,
in it crawling reality. In "Blue-
bells" he focuses on an insect con-
cealed inside the flower:
A seed-like dark green eye . . .
Coarse-grained enough to print
Out all your false delight
In 'sweet nature.'
But nuture holds also the irrepres-
sible of life renewing itself:
Inches food up the maize stub
Into fibre matted with gruel
Of colorless nitrate.
The soil gives, he whispers
Gives as it can.
A person, three of them
Sustained by it.-, cumbersome wit.
Silkin will be reading tonight
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the ear with iis" Vibrant clarity,
and comes alive to the nStsner.
Everyone is invited to attend.
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Independent, Stevens, Challenges Old-Timers
by Penny Ortner '69
What may prove to be the na-
tion's most remarkable and Import-
ant congressional election is now
in progress in Massachusetts Third
Congressional District, where two
old-line party candidates are being
seriously challenged by a young
independent.
This district, which includes
among other towns Newton, Wat-
ertown, Waltham, and Concord, is
being watched by voters through-
out the nation, particularly by Mc-
Carthy supporters and other alien-
ated voters who envy the option
offered by the candidacy of Harry
Stevens.
Who's Harry Stevens? He's a 33-
year-old State Representative, run-
ning as an independent for U.S.
Representative against 72-year-old
incumbent Philip Philbin (D-Clln-
ton) and 75-year-old former Repub-
lican Representative Laurence Cur-
tis.
McCarthy Snpport
Stevens, who holds a doctorate in
economics from MIT, considers
himself a "new liberal." Backed by
McCarthy, he appeals to McCarthy
supporters, as well as those of Ken-
nedy, Brooke, and Rockefeller. He
favors a complete bombing halt in
North Vietnam and the withdrawal
of American troops from "search
and destroy" missions in the South.
He feels that America must move
away from an over-paternalistic
foreign policy.
New Liberalism
Stevens' "new liberalism" deter-
mines his domestic as well as his
foreign policy. "New liberalism,"
he says, "combines the anti-bureau-
cratic attitudes of the old conser-
vative with the humanitarian com-
mitment of the old liberal." He ad-
vocates welfare reform based on
the negative income tax. Unlike
present programs, this would not
discourage work Incentives or de-
stroy personal dignity. "The mess
In our welfare system," says Ste-
vens, "has helped create a sub-
culture of poverty."
* Throughout his campaign, Ste-
vens has presented specific propo-
sals directed at urban and economic
problems at home. He suggests the
use of tax incentives and partial
loan guarantees from the federal
government to mobilize Individuals
and private enterprise. He explains,
"The government can reduce the
risk of ghetto Investment by offer-
ing partial loan guarantees . . . The
Zeffirelli's
fRomeo and Juliet' Sparkles
by Barbara Schluin '60
Attempting to film Romeo nnd
lullet is running a tremendous risk;
somehow the very air the star-
crossed lovers breathe is of a na-
ture more precious and inacces-
sible than even the deliberation!
of the Prince of Denmark. And at-
tempting to cast two teen-age un-
knowns in the title roles is flirting
with the disaster of a high school
play.
And so we held our breaths and
waited for Franco Zeffirelli's much-
neralded production. And ZefTirelli,
vho dared to believe Elizabeth Tay-
lor was an actress, who directed
i shockingly slapstick Taming of
the Shrew, did not nt u)l "profane
vith unworthlest hand." We came,
;aw, ind were conquered.
Transcendent Beauty
Romeo and Juliet is a magnifi-
cent film — not exactly unflawed,
)ut with a transcendent beauty
'hat fuses lyric, tragedy, image
Romeo's dead one In tomb evokes
the earlier moment. The blurred
faces at the ball capture the very
essence of a wild and frantic
dance. The lovers' eyes seeking out
the others' over the shoulders of
strangers is charming. And Romeo
hanging from a hough in youthful
joy after the balcony exchange In
sheer delight.
"Juliet tun) her Romoo"
Then there are the Montague
son and Capulet daughter them-
selves. Leonard Whiting's Romeo
is joy to behold — whether gazing
raptly at Juliet, pleading with
Friar Laurence, or Jesting with
Bonvolio. Excellent as she Ir dur-
ing the smooth-itfaded first half,
Olivia llussoy oiildnns hernclf in
the second. There In n moment
when, after her parents have or-
dered her to marry Paris, she runs
sobbing to her nurse, who alone
knows of the secret marriage. The
nurse urges her to marry Paris,
delays the letter to Romeo a bit atlc. Most disheartening Is his de-
hard to take, bo they substituted
a scene of pure melodrama. (Rider
Bearing Bad News overtakes and
passes Rider Bearing Good News
on the road. You know the rest.)
Mereutlo and ??Y?
Probably the most objectlonnblo
chnnge, however, In with the entire
concpptlim of Morcullo. John Mc-
Kiieiy looks a linggard 30 com-
pared with the youlhful Romeo
nnd Benvollo. The downplaying of
his friendship and badinage with
Romeo, moreover, makes the let-
ter's avenging of his death, if not
less believable, at least less dram-
llvcry of the Queen Mab speech,
a lovely piece of lyricism that
should swing open the doors of a
fairytale world — yea, and sus-
pend our disbelief. Here it be-
comes Instead of a nightmare voy-
age into the darkness of Mercutlo'B
pRyche.
Yet, despite its fallings, Romeo
nnd Juliet In n cinematic ncar-
manterplecc. The Romantics, they
say, judged a play's success by the
number of tears the audience col-
lectively shed. One need not count
Kleenex consumption to measure
this movie,
whole notion of finances has to be
different One government
-dollar
can be used to attract a number Of
private dollars"
Political Reform
Stevens stresses that in addition
to reform in foreign and domestic
policies, there Is an urgent need for
political reform itself. "New ap-
proaches are needed to get us
through the present turmoil
. . .
There Is going to be a need for
Borne political realignment," he
says.
"Two new political coalitions are
going to develop. They may take
root in the present parties, but
there will have to be a realignment.
Unfortunately, the parties did not
choose anyone who was speaking
very strongly to Americans at their
conventions," said Stevens.
As the election draws closer, the
polls Indicate that Stevens' chances
in the third district are better than
ever. Nearly half of the district's
voters are registered Independents
and surveys show that half of the
remaining 50 per cent are dissatis-
fied with their party's choice. This
gives the district an enormous
"swing vote." Although both Phil-
bin and Curtis defeated liberal,
anti-war candidates in the Septem-
ber primaries, the primaries cannot
predict this large Independent vote.
Sen. Eugene McCarthy Returns To Support
Campaigns Of Eleven Candidates For Peace
ind emotion into one breathtaking and in ono terrifying second, Juliet
harmony. Zeffirelli's camera cat-
apults the viewer Into the midst of
this "tale of woe" with n telling
immediacy — we are there in the
street brawls, at the ball, In the
tomb. We see Romeo looking all
love, and we feel the poignancy of
the lark's song as never before.
It is unfortunate that "Techni-
color" has come to connote Holly-
wood extravaganzas, for what Zef-
flrelli has done is to translnte
Shakespeare into a gorgeous and
glorious range of hues. The reds
of the ball scene might be out of
a Titian; the greens and cool greys
of the balcony scene are a perfect
comment on the impassioned
lovers.
Cinematic Touches
There are some magnificent cin-
ematic touches, as well. The cam-
era zooms In on the lovers' clasped
realizes she is totally alone, nnd,
to the extent Hint she ever does,
she grows up in Hint second. Mlns
Hussey flinched, pnled, nnd grew
up.
The nurse, of course, is one of
Shakespeare's funniest creations,
probably second only to Falstaff,
and Pat Henway's lusty portrayal
almost steals the show, were it a
different show, especially when she
first guffnwfl nnd then quickly
feigns indignance nt n bawdy Joke,
Virtues nnd Vice*
All is not utterly well in this
Verona, however. There are some
senseless omissions and alterations
— for instance, the deletion of
Friar Laurence's "virtue and vice"
speech, all-important to the signifi-
cance of the nctlon. Indeed. Mllo Carthy. The first speaker, Richard
by Joanne Curtis '72
nnd Dorothy Devlno '69
Senntnr Eugene McCnrthy re-
lumed (o Now Englnnd and the
BCene of in-.i Hprlng's first prlmnry
victories Frldny night to address
an audience of over 10,000 who
packed the Boston Garden rally
for "Eleven Candidates for Peace."
Cundldatcs Speak
These candidates, who have In
common their support of an end
lo the Vietnam War, include Pnul
O'Dwyer, seeking the Now York
Senate sent, nnd John Gllllgiin,
Senatorlnl candidate from Ohio.
Both candidates addressed the ral-
ly.
Tony Randall, actor, emceed the
proceedings, which included five
speakers for the peace, candidates,
one in opposition, and Senator Mc-
John Kennedy claimed that "there




have the will to change." He con-
cluded, "We must continue elect-
ing officials nnd educating people
until we can rule those who now
specifically Sen. McCarthy for not
going as far as necessary In the
attack on present government poli-
cies. He stated that peace candi-
dates' support for negotiations in
Vietnam Implied rejection of the
war itself but support for U.S.
govern us
. . .
let us look at 1968 goals In Vietnam, and called for
as the year of the beginning." immediate withdrawal without ne-
Politlcs Not Enough gotiations. He received applause
Actress Shirley MacLaine charg- from an enthusiastic minority and
ed. "There can no longer be one 8ome energetic boos
Shortly after 9 p.m. McCarthy
appeared and the whole tenor of
the rally changed.
Tcn-Mlnuto Ovation
McCarthy received a ten-minute
standing ovation. He made a short
and quietly emphatic speech, begin-
ning by thanking all the people
The two candidates were next to wht} had been with nim sfnce tne
law for the rich, one law for the
poor, one for the white, one law
for the black
. . .
It's time to tell
it like It Is. Politics alone won't
solve the problem . . . We need
a revolutionary government out of
revolutionary ideas."
O'Shea's wild-eyed portrnynl seems
more in keeping with n mad modi-
hands over the balcony, and re- evnl scientist that a temperate phll-
malns while they unfasten and nsopher of the church,
stretch hungrily out to each other; Apparently, ZefTirelli and his co-
Juliet's hand as she reached for scenariasts found the plague that
Tony Benneff Oct 419 • Ed Ames Oct 21 Nov, 2
Now 60% to 80% off
on top-name entertainment
at world-famous Empire Room
in the Waldorf-Astoria
THE STUDENT STAND-BY PLAN
(HOW IT WORKS)
Telephone (212) 355-3000 on the day you'd like
to see the show. If available, your reservations
will be instantly confirmed at the special student
rate of Just $2 per person, (limited to ages 18
thru 25 and you must bring your student I.D. or
airline discount card with you)
Spec/a/ Student Room Rates, Toof
Singles *12 / Doubles *9.50 per person
Triples '8 per person
Park Ave. between 49th * 50th Stf
,
New York, Naw York lOW
(212) 3R« "- —
Information~ n00mt1 Star.? Call the above number!
Goodwin, aide to both the lato
Robert Kennedy and to Eugene Mc-
Carthy In their presidential cam-
paigns, spoke briefly on the ideals
of Sen. McCarthy. He then reitera-
ted the rhetoric of the New Poll-
tics that the "older generation Is
cutting off the path to power, and
ihat they nre more anxious to pre-
serve rather than serve their eon-
vlctloni."
The former presidential aide to
Ski Instructors
Weekend positions available for
skiers to instruct high school
boys and girls. Prior lnstraotlon
oxporlanco not required. Good





P.O. Box 1149, Pittafleld, Man.
Lebanon Springs (N.T.)
7-1266
speak. John Dilllgan of Ohio gave
o short speech concerning the Am-
erican public's role in government.
"Wo enn take our country, our
government and our world for
what we will," he said.
Paul O'Dwyer then spoke out
against the draft, calling for a
volunteer army to be set up In
Its stead. The New Yorker also
supported reducing the voting age
to eighteen, He called In strong
terms of continued efforts against
"the abominable war" In Vietnam,
and received the longest ovation
and the most enthusiastic support
from the audience except for that
for Sen. McCarthy himself.
There followed a speech by Rich-
rad Corona, a representative of the
California grape pickers' strike,
thanking the Democratic organiza-
tion for Its continued support and
Tlostonlans for the most successful
grape boycott In the country.
Opposition
Michael Schwartz of the Cam-
bridge Peace and Freedom Party,
an opposition speaker, took the
podium next. He criticized the 11
Votes for Peace campaign and
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 10 a.m.-6 p.
and
FRIDAYS UNTIL 8:30 p.m.
start of his campagin last winter.
"We are in the closing stages
of the first phases of our fight
. . .
We have three major issues; first,
to end the war in Vietnam as soon
as possible
;
second, to revamp the
militarization aspects of our for-
eign policy; and thirdly, to re-
organize the entire political life
and make the political process
work."
Continuation
McCarthy assured the audience
that the Interests and commitment
of the New Politics would not fade,
that they would continue in the
senatorial races of the 11. The
New Politics wishes to examine the
constitutionality and substance of
the American foreign policy. "And
this Is the McCarthy commitment:
to carry the cause beyond Novem-
ber 5."
More powerful than anything
McCarthy could say however, was
the emotion of those who listened.
The crowd remained quiet
throughout the, speeches, and gave
generously when ushers passed
buckets for contributions to sup-
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Republicans' Ripons Publish Paper On Draft
by Betsy Bowman '71
What about the draft? The Fed-
eral Governineht should "elimin-
ate the draft, improve the salary,
incentives, fringe benefits and pres-
tige of the military, and establish
a 2.7 million man volunteer
army." A possibility? Perhaps a
remote one. However, this is the
Ripon Society's suggestion for
draft reform. The Ripon Society
is a national group with Repub-
lican thought that has recently
published some position papers on
the draft that deserve some con-
sideration.
These position papers are con-
cerned with two major points.
First, that the present selective
service system does not allow ade-
quate protection for sincere con-
scientious objectors. Seven hun-
dred fifty people in 1967 accepted
prison sentences rather than en-
ter the army. The papers point
out that a smaller percentage of
young men are allowed CO status
now, during an unpopular war, in
an attempt to control the attitudes
of men who are not yet drafted.
According to the report, CO forms
are difficult and detailed, ap-
peals agents of local Se-
lective Service boards are fre-
quently unavailable, and hear-
ings before local draft boards are
kept short and often involve more
lecture ("What makes you any
hetter than anyone else?") than
fair procedure.
Higher Court Resistance
If a man appeals to the state
level, he must usually make a
written appeal which may state
his case inarticulately. Appeals to
the President are handled by the
national Selective Service head-
quarters. Congress has given the
regular courts no general author-
ity to revise draft board proceed-
ings Under present law, no ju-
dical review Is allowed unless a
man refuses induction, and, at this
point, he has already broken the
law unless he wins his case.
The papers also explore the cri-
lorin for CO status which authors
feel deny an individual possible
sincere feelings that might not
have developed over many years,
Sincerity involves being articulate
enough to defend CO views. A
person seeking CO status must
also be "religious," that Is, have
membership and training for many
years in an established and paci-
fist denomination. "Pacifist" usu-
ally means that a person is op-
posed to force in any form, in-
cluding force used by police to
maintain order.
Despile government clulms ,to
steer clear of religious determina-
tion, the government has in the
case of CO applicants established
a detailed definition of religion It-
self. The paperB claim Inat many
churchmen have rejected current
standards of sincerity, religion, and
pacificism for the "just war" doc-
trine, which allows war that is
waged with reconciliation as the
ultimate aim and that is preceded
by many attempts of peaceful set-
tlement.
Anarchy Y
The Ripon Sociely suys that
adoption of such a doctrine would
not lead to anarchy since consci-
entious objectors would not have
to resort to civil disobedience to
protect their moral sense. Social
pressure tends to discourage insin-
cere objection. As for opportun-
ists, the Society feels that allow-
ing q few of them to escape Is
preferable to hampering nil seri-
ous objectors. But during the pres-
ent war In Vietnam the number of
opportunists might be large enough
to threaten military manpower.
The papers gloss over this point,
now a fairly important one.
The Ripon Society urges that con-
Bcrlptlon ut leusl show a civilized
regard for conscientious objection.
It u)bo suggests that tho appeals
system of the Selective Service be
reformed allowing the right of
counsel at all levels, the right to
appear personally before appeals
boards, and a pre-Inductfon oppor-
tunity for judicial review. These
suggestions are more than worth-
while; they are simply democratic.
Professional Volunteer*
In the second half of the papers,
the Ripon Society presents its so-
lution of a volunteer army and de-
fends it against possible argu-
ments. Conscription and the draft
are seen as "antithetic to a free
society." Individual draft board
inconsistencies and procedural dif-
ferences lead the Society to feel
that the only fair (hurt Is no draft
ul nil.
The Society effectively refutes
two other popular alternatives to
the draft. A nationul lottery would
merely substitute impersonal in-
justices for human injustices. A
lottery could take a young mar-
ried father instead of a school
dropout and the fa i her would tend
to find little solace in the orderli-
ness of the system. Cunalunt an-
ticipation of being chosen would
cause unuecssury uuxlely. Mundu-
tory nutlonal service Is more an at-
tempt to reform society than the
,draft. There is no real reason
that women should be excluded
from this type of service and with
additional female munpowor, tho
government would have an excess
of manpower unci not enough money
to puy everyone. A national serv-
ice progrum Is useless to some-
one whose life's work does not fit
Into some liureuucratlc scheme (a
poet editing the Jobs Corps year-
book?).
Why Voluntarism?
The Society claims that a volun-
tary system is fairer, more effi-
cient, and more practical. The
high rate of turnover In the armed
services causes high traning ex-
penses. The permanently trained
volunteer uriny would eliminate
these costs. Higher wages would
be necessury—at least at a level
competitive wtith other occupa-
tions, even under the present sys-
tem. Low wages cause rapid
turnover. A professional army
would have increased prestige re-
sulting hi higher morulc. In ad-
dition, the papers statu thut tho
use of specialized civilians In the
military Is a more practical ap-
proach In this highly technical ugc.
Considering various objections to
the voluntary system, the Society
first points out that such a sys-
tem has been highly successful in
fireat Britain. The Society Is not
able to make completely accurate
esllmutcs of how much its progrum
would cost because present armed
forces costs uro a secret to almost
everyone. However, the papers
use a rather poor argument to de-
fend possible Increased spending
by stating that the US treasury Is
rapidly growing and the US should
well be able to afford- this extra
cost. There are many programs
which ore worthwhile and involve
extra cost; tho Society assumes a
priority for their proposal which
muy not be rcullstlc.
A Transitional Period
The papers also insist that a vol-
untary system would not result in
an all-black army if wages are
raised to a competitive level. They
also agree that a voluntary Bystem
would he more mllllurlly Inllexible
thiiii (he present system. The So-
INamel it entitled to
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clety suggests that a slight sur-
plus of men be kept In the army,
that a ready Reserves system be
maintained, and in .the event of a
large-scale war, the draft be re-
instated. This final concession to
the ultimate necessity of some
form of the draft seems to defeat
some of the Idealistic bases for the
Society's proposals.
Before a completely volunteer
system could be established, the
Society suggests that a transi-
tional period be established. The
transitional draft would seek
through incentives (such as higher
pay for volunteers) and lower re-
jection standards to widen the flow
of volunteers. Gradually the sys-
tem would become all-volunteer,
uUhiiugli draft classification would
continue in cuse massive conscrip-
tion is ever necessary, Obviously,
a transition period Is inevitable.
However, the smooth operation and
success of such a period is not.
The Ripon Society seems to be a
little overly optimistic on this
point,
An 01 (ligationf
Tho question underlying all of
the Ripon Society suggestions Is
whether military aervide should
be a patriotic obligation (with out-
lets for serious objectors) or a
professional occupation. The Ripon
Society feels that the latter situa-
tion is most appealing and most
democratic. But despite the So-
ciety's many and basically com-
plete and well thought-out sugges-
tions, differing attitudes toward
the draft, including governmental
ones, will continue the draft de-
bate before any action is taken.
With political complications, the







Dartmouth College Is sponsoring
a program titled "Life, Values,
and Motives In Changing Ameri-
ca" the weekend of Nov. 15-16
at Dartmouth. The program,
designed to focus on the pro-
blems of contemporary ethics
on both an Individual and social
plane, will Include speakers such
as Robert Sears, editor of Run-
ports magazine, and Charles
Evers, brother of the Rev. Med-
gar Evan. The session of speak-
ers Friday will be followed by
student and faculty-led discus-
sion groups Saturday on the
works of the speakers, and a
Dumber of such works as Flet-
cher's Situation Ethics, Cox's
Secular City, Ayn Rands' The
Virtue of Selfishness, Alan
Watts' Hie Book: The Taboo on
Knowing Who You Are. Stu-
dents from Wellesley are Invi-
ted to attend this weekend pro-
gram; buses will be available If
enough people want to partici-
pate. Wellesley students are also
invited to participate as stu-
dent discussion leaders. Anyone
Interested In applying to be a
discussion leader, or who has a
suggestion on a book to read,
should contact Dorothy DuBose,
Stone Hall, at 235-7950 or 235-
8898, Transportation plans and












Sanctuary Panel Cites Issues
(Continued from page 1)
the preM.
O'Conner could not easily ex-
plain why he had traveled from
North Carolina to Boston to seek
refuge. He had participated in the
activities in Marsh Chapel. "I don't'
know too much about MIT but I'm
glad to be here," he told reporters.
In a private interview the soldier
revealed that he had been re-
quested last Friday by members of
the Resistance Group to accept
sanctuary at MIT. On Saturday he
consulted Bill Sherman, a lawyer
at Harvard, for advice concerning
statements to the press. O'Conner
expressed disapproval of MIT's de-
fense projects and policy on ROTC.
"I'm willing to debate ROTC stu-
dents," he added.
After the press conference, sev-
eral leaders of the resistance move-
ment discussed with their audience
of about 200 students "what to do
when the bust comes." A few
speakers at the microphone sug-
gested that the members of the
newly-formed sanctuary communi-
ty should stage a "passive sit-in"
and night-long vigil. The audience
seemed willing to offer passive, hut
not non-violent, resistiince to nny
attempted arrest. "Resist, lock
arms, but don't fight. Dnn'l slnrt
swinging at police," one spokesman
warned. "Let them create all the
trouble."
Shapiro feels that MIT is a "good
place" to establish a sanctuary,
since the institute is a self-pro-
claimed "arsenal of democracy."
He stated that O'Connor came to
Marsh Chapel on Sat., Oct. 5. Afler
contacting a member of the New
England Resistance, O'Conner then
agreed to come to MIT. Shapiro
was reluctant to disclose the pre-
vious movements of the AWOL
soldier from North Carolina to
Massachusetts, not wishing to in-
criminate friends. He shared the
belief of another student who
stated, "The administrnlinn does
not want to force a confrontation;
there is too much unrest on cam-
pus now."
Reader Writes More
(Continued troni page :!)
policy would be determined by an
equal student-faculty committee;
and concerns effecting primarily
the faculty — salaries, hiring,
course assignments, etc. — by a
faculty council. The decisions of
student, student-faculty, or faculty
bodies need not be reviewed or ap-
proved by the community council,
but, In the interests of total College
priorities, could be vetoed by It.
We would envision the president of
the College working, as chairman,
within the community college. Ul-
timate authority would, of course,
rest with the Trustees, as It does
legally now.
As a college, we need a struc-
ture with channels and handles,
not to make change more bureau-
cratic and complex^ but so thnt a
scarcity of means does not reduce
Ideas to lmpoteney, Interest to
apathy, creativity to Impossibility,
and so that immediacies do not find





Lowell House present* Arllnt*
for Freedom In a performance
of "The Disenchanted" Inrlud-
ing Jazz, folk, gospel, pop, and
classical music. A pre-election
protest concert on Monday, Nov.







(Continued from page 11
war Is bad, provided that this is
the beginning of a process of hard
thinking, leading to hard action
and not merely an emotional
catharsis," she explained.
"Your first responsibility is to
the soldier to whom you give sanc-
tuary," she continued. "Is the mes-
sage you are trying to get across
worth the risk that he is taking?
Does the soldier know what he Is
doing, or are you merely using him
for your own ends?"
Convinced that the university is
Implicated in a system which con-
dones imperalistic acts like the
war in Vietnam, Mrs. Putnam con-
cluded that sanctuary does indeed
belong in an academic institution.
By giving moral support to the
soldier, a Wellesley girl "might
just possibly make the sanctuary
worth the price to him."
Civil Disobedience
John Cooper, assistant professor
of history, responded, "As I see it
there are two issues Involved: the
first of these is real sanctuary and
I he second is symbolic sanctuary.
My position on the first is Hint it
Is wrong and on the second thltt
I would give II it qiiitMllnl nppmvnl,
mi approval In prliiclph 1 ,"
To clarify his piislllnii, (Taopnf
defined civil disobedience as the
breaking of a law thnt one believes
to be wrong and the acceptance
of the consequences of that action.
"The idea behind real sanctuary
is that you're getting away from
Hie punishment, and ibis Is not
civil disobedience," he pxplil(nr>(l.
Other people nre fulfillliiK ihelr
socliil obligations men who ob-
ject to the WOT are serving in the
military services. As long as Ihls
situation exists, lie feels that sanc-
tuary is wrong.
Cooper only gives qualified ap-
proval to symbolic sanctuary, sanc-
tuary which expects to be broken
up, becnusc he sees several un-
solved problems will) It. lp<ir In*
stance, Is snncliinry n cpiesllon of
civil disobedience or of freedom of
speech? There are procedural prob-
STX'DENTS
Here's an opportunity to earn li-
beral commissions by selling ad-
vertising space for "Campus
tinhtepnst" I\1ngn/hie. No paper-
work nr hilling required. Hot
your own hours. To learn more,
phono 491-8034 or send a letter
to Guidcpost Inc., 614 Mass.
Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02139.
lems. too What about reslsters to
other laws? Do they receive sanc-
tuary too?
The Purpose
"At the BU and Harvard sanc-
tuaries the point was not to avoid
the punishment; people didn't ex-
pect to give the soldier protection
and keep the FBI out forever,"
Betsy Barbour '69 replied to Coop-
er. She stressed that all the recent
sanctuaries have been symbolic —
"the people that are there want
to make a point to the public."
Describing the sanctuary at BU's
Marsh Chapel, Betsy said, "What
came out was an amazing sense of
community
.
, . There was con-
tinual talk. Anyone could get up
and speak. It was exciting to see
real democracy at work there."
"I think that the political dis-
cussion is the important thing,"
she emphasized. "Sanctuary can
not be used by anti-war people to
get away from the hard-thinking
that has to go on if there Is going
to be any effective action for
change."
The argument against sanctuary
was presented by Ann Sherwood
Ti!). Like Cornier, she wns concern-
ed iilxml wliclhei' or not Fmncluwy
Ik nn afl of civil disobedience,
Ann iplcHllnned llie IViiHlhlllly of
nillMJlUM'y nl Wellesley. "How deep
is n Wellesley student's commil-
ment to the inequities of the draft
and the injustice of the war?" she
asked. "Deep enough to create a
community around a protest? Deep
enough to believe — and this is the
essential point — that this form of
dramatic protest is the most ef-
fective means of changing a sys-
tem we all will admit is faulty? I
don't think the Wellesley commun-
ity has laid the groundwork for
this type of commitment — con-
sider the involvement of just barely
half of the student body in the im-
mediate issues of the past month."
"I am going to treat the aspect
of sanctuary as a religious witness
primarily and only secondarily as
a social protest," began Mrs. Eliza-
beth Conant, assistant professor of
biological sciences. She described
the Cambridge Friends Meeting's
ofTer of "Hospitality" to a soldier
last summer.
Ordinarily a Quaker meeting
ends with the members shaking
hands with each other. "However,"
she explained, "the meeting to
which Eric (the soldier) went never
ended. There was a continual meet-
ing of worship in support of Eric.
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Pretty soon the sense of commun-
ity built up. As people came to
share Eric's stand of conscience,
they came to their own stand of
conscience ... It was a very quiet
opportunity for conversation."
In conclusion, Mrs. Conant add-
ed, "I think one reason that It
worked so well there was that ft
was the decision of the whole meet-
ing." She felt that the consensu*
of the majority of the community
would be necessary for a success-
ful sanctuary at Wellesley.
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NEXT! Begins WED., Nov. 6




Proudly present this seasons first
appearance of the 27 year old
REV. JESSE JACKSON
—City Manager of "Resurection City."
—National Director of "Operation Breadbas-
ket" of the Southern Christian Leadership Con-
ference.
Topic: PROBLEMS OF BLACK BUSINESSMEN





A free bus will depart from Billings Hall at 7:15. To reserve





Up with Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper!
An ordinary pencil eraser picks up
every smudge, every mistake.The special
surface treatment lets you erase
without a trace. If Eaton's Corrasable
leaves your papers impeccably neat,
what are you waiting for? Get it in light,
medium, heavy weights and Onion/
Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500- furotrs corrasable
sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Stores / TYPEWRITER MPJfft J
and Departments.
Only Eaton makes Corrasable*
EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Eaton Paper Company, Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201
